
  

Morteza Adib, Ph.D in Architecture, 
Shahid Beheshti University

You can consider landscape both as a natural environment or a 

manmade setting shaped out of the attitude of man toward it, 

considering that the concept of “cultural landscape” includes the 

physical aspects of this effect more while this concept is unclear in 

academic professional literature; since the implementation of this 

concept in special heritage and civilization cases that can properly 

be called “heritage landscape “, strictly limits and undermines its 

scope. Nevertheless, utilizing it for any manmade change in the 

environment as a general sense will be incorrect especially with 

more precision in the concept of culture.
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Ayda Ale Hashemi, Ph.D Candidate 
in Landscape Architecture, 
University of Tehran

Simon Bell, Senior Researcher, 
OPENSpace Research Centre, 
Edinburgh College of Art

Human role in the construction and perception of landscape shows 

that cultural values as a foundation in shaping landscape displays 

aesthetic and symbolic aspects of landscape combined with natural 

contexts. The term “heritage landscape” – “le paysage patrimonial” 

in French – can refer to a group of sights considered by UNESCO 

and heritage of human civilization, more specifically: landscapes 

representing historical heritage of human civilization which can 

thoroughly convey symbolic and aesthetic measures in shaping 

human civilization in his interaction with natural environment to 

the future generation.”

In my opinion all landscapes are cultural landscapes _ even the 

moon, which has had human activity and on which there are human 

remains. Thus it is pointless to separate cultural landscapes from 

natural landscapes However, many landscapes contain greater or 

fewer amounts of natural or cultural elements and are affected by 

natural and cultural process to greater or lesser degrees. I think 

therefore that we should just talk about “landscape” and qualify this 

term depending on the circumstances “...a landscape dominated 

by natural patterns and processes...” or “...a landscape containing 

significant heritage values as a result of...”. In this way we can be more 

accurate in explaining the characteristic qualities of a particular 

place and noting that it is not static and changeless, soothing which 

needs to be understood in the context of landscape management and 

protection for either natural or cultural heritage values.

Research
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Ken Taylor, Emirate Professor 
of Landscape Architecture, the 
Australian National University 

UNESCO

HUL

)

All landscape derives from a human perspective on the 

environment, itself co-constructed by human action and the 

natural environment. Fruit of a double trajection, landscape 

and succession of constantly renewed interpretation. Part 

of a dual temporality - life of the individual that immerses 

them, history of the company that gave it birth - the landscape 

consists of natural or artificial elements that each occupy a 

special place in cross memories.

Jean Baptiste Bing, Assistan Professor, 
Department of Geography and 

Environment, Geneva University
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It is entirely wrong in the assertion that Cultural Landscape is a 

term used by organizations associated to cultural heritage in order 

to describe the significance of outstanding examples of human 

civilizations. CL is term used in relation to the ordinary everyday 

landscape as much as the UNESCO World Heritage categories 

to which you refer.  The terms ‘heritage landscapes’ and ‘cultural 

landscapes ‘ are not interchangeable and certainly calling cultural 

landscapes heritage landscapes is wholly incorrect.

Inextricably linked to a cultural concept of landscape is the 

understanding that one of our deepest needs is for a sense of 

identity and belonging and that a common denominator in this 

is human attachment to landscape and how we find identity in 

landscape and place. The cultural landscape concept is intended 

to increase awareness that heritage place`s are not isolated islands 

and that there is interdependence between people, their social 

structures and ecosystems, and landscape conservation. This is 

an approach to historic urban conservation which sees towns and 

cities as consisting of layers as in the cultural landscape concept It 

marks ashift away from the preoccupation with the historic city as 

visual object with a focus on famous buildings or groups of building 

divorced from their cultural setting to an interest in the historic 

environment as a space for ritual and human experience.

Research

Mehrdad Soltani, Ph.D in 
Architecture, University of Zanjan

Culture is a meaning that is embodied by behavior, actions, and 

products of man in which the results of human behavior and the 

impact of human intervention in a place can create a landscape. 

According to the relativity of the concept of “cultural landscape”, this 

words both addresses the objective and subjective aspects of man’s 

impact on the audience. “Therefore, one can achieve a definition of 

“cultural landscape” in which great landscapes works of civilization 

can be considered as examples of this concept, since this concept is 

acceptably close to the meaning of assumptions of cultural landscape 

in global level.”
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Azadeh ShahCheraghi, Ph.D in 
Architecture, Azad University

)

)

Applying the term “heritage landscape” to landscape which have 

been shaped limitedly in historic sites and periods will lead them 

outside the scope of scientific analysis. For this reason, what 

has been holistically shaped by wisdom cannot be understood 

by science. “Accordingly, while agreeing on applying the more 

appropriate term than” cultural landscape “, I suggest “ancient 

landscape” which both implies “science” and “wisdom”.

Mehdi KhakZand, Ph.D in 
Architecture, Iran University of 

Science and Technology

Cultural landscape can be known a symbol of man’s efforts to improve 

the surrounding environment and what identifies a territory based on 

culture, tradition and history. However, both definitions don’t fit into 

the term “cultural landscape and “heritage landscape’ would be a proper 

substitutive term to represent the second definition.
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Mohammad Shahir, Emirate 
Professor, School of Planning and 

Architecture, New Delhi

The concept of cultural landscape stems from natural geography 

which has not been touched by man and culture in contrary to 

other landscapes which makes it difficult   to distinguish since all 

landscapes are in some manner a product of human activity. Today, 

this concept goes beyond its physical aspect and it is known as a 

heritage and cultural asses due to its values. So it’s not incorrect to 

say that when as physical planners or landscape architects we are 

dealing with ‘cultural landscapes’, we are dealing with landscapes 

that have come to us as a heritage from the past. So in this 

particular, restricted context, ‘Heritage Landscape’ is certainly a 

suitable term.

Research

Ahmad Ali Farzin, Ph.D in 
Architectre, University of Tehran

Although “Heritage Landscape” embraces the concept of “Cultural 

Landscape” which has been shaped due to human presence 

and its tendency toward perfection, it cannot be categorized as 

cultural since it is anti humanistic and ruinous. Its definition in 

uniscape conference 2013 is comprehensive and assembled cultural 

landscape and heritage landscape in “Landscape”. Therefore, the 

common notions if cultural landscape and heritage landscape can 

be majorly used in their correct place according to their application, 

while the semantic range of the word “landscape”  comprises 

“whatever there is”.
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Mehrdad Karimi Moshaver, Ph.D in 
Architecture, Bu-Ali Sina University

The defect in the compound word of “cultural landscape” is that it 

harms the landscape meaning which encompasses culture itself and 

it may seem that landscape exclude culture. If we consider the word 

heritage as what has been inherited from the past culture, it can be 

vivid combined by the word landscape in shape of heritage landscape 

despite its ability to be replaced for “cultural heritage”. Therefore, in 

choosing between “cultural landscape” and “heritage landscape”, the 

later would be a more rational term.

Mohsen Kafi, Ph.D in Gardening 
Sciences and Green Space, 

University of Tehran

According to the academic experience and existence of many 

doubts for professionals and students, the necessity to resolve 

ambiguities in terms of cultural heritage, due to the acceptable and 

the integrity of the historical and cultural monuments is essential in 

my opinion. However I agree on “heritage landscape” due to clarity 

in interpretation, literature and landscape. Moreover, it is on the 

part of Academy of literature and culture to explore and promote 

and resolve the ambiguities in the interpretation of word.
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Bernard Lassus, Landscape Designer 
in Board of Directors of the Roads

DEA

DEA

It is now obvious to use the notion of “Landscape Patrimonial 

(heritage landscape)” instead of “Cultural Landscape” as the 

cultural landscape is, and if there is, a historic place. This was the 

basis and purpose of creation of Doctoral training called DEA 

at the Paris La Villette Architecture School and preceded the 

finding of a double movement generated on the one hand by the 

transformations of the environment and on the other those of 

society that change constantly assessing this environment.

Heshmatollah Motedayen, Ph.D in 
Architecture, University of Tehran

Culture originally attests to elegance and glory in Persian and 

implies lifestyle nowadays. Thus, cultural landscape as a man-

made product suggests a civilization belonging to a particular 

time or period which explains a beyond- territory concept if this 

civilization relates to the contemporary and modern culture. 

“Since “heritage landscape” can also represent a national identity 

on the one hand, and include world heritage on the other, it’s being 

territorial or beyond- territorial is ambiguous. Consequently, 

considering the double-sided ambiguity of the word, it seems 

that the term heritage identity will have a better use in landscape 

terminology”.

Research
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Cultural landscape is a term used by organizations associated 

to cultural heritage in order to describe the significance of 

outstanding examples of human civilizations. “Being a result of 

human evolution within the environment throughout history” is 

the most influential stated part in one of widely accepted definition 

for cultural landscape.

Moreover, considering the final outcome of the conference 

organized by Uniscape 2013 “landscape is discipline”. In addition, 

according to European landscape convention landscape is a part 

of a land, as perceived by local people or visitors, which evolves 

throughout time as a result of being acted upon by natural forces 

and human beings. It is clear the terms Landscape and cultural 

landscape cannot be used for the single phenomenon. 

Considering the word “culture” as an adjective for landscape and 

regarding the argument that no landscape is unassociated to human 

activities and values, this particular adjective cannot define any 

type of landscape according to landscape since every landscape is a 

cultural landscape. 

Analysis of different examples of cultural landscapes reveals that 

users of the term cultural landscape address outstanding examples 

of human civilization; rice Paddy – terraced farming in Indonesia, 

the great wall of China, pyramids of Egypt, Perspolice in Iran and 

Stonehenge of England which are recognized as important cultural 

landscape for their being world significant heritages.

Accordingly it is better to use the term “Heritage Landscape” 

instead of “Cultural Landscape”.

The suggestion for situation of heritage landscape was offered 

to a group of experts within the field of landscape. A number of 

Iranian and foreign scholars and experts have responded to these 

challenges. The abstracts are as following:

Heritage Landscape 
instead of 
Cultural Landscape

Heritage Landscape 
instead of 
Cultural Landscape?

Mohammad Reza Masnavi, Ph.D in 
Architecture, University of Tehran

Natural landscape is the result of natural processes over time and 

cultural landscape is the result of human interaction with the 

natural environment and intervention in nature. The generality 

of the word heritage in Persian which is used for commodity 

and legacy as well as heritage values leads to ambiguity of the 

term “heritage landscape”. “Thus the term “cultural landscape” 

that reflects the customs, traditions, techniques, tools and 

and intervention practices of human in improving their lives 

throughout history is more expressive and more rational.”

.
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